
UNDERSTANDING 

FACEBOOK ENGAGEMENT
Currently an average user will have 1500 unread stories built up from 

every Friend, Person and Page they follow. Facebook whittles this number 

down to the 300 they believe you will be interested in the most. 

Page posts have become increasingly less likely to show in newsfeeds.  

Current estimates are between 2% and 12%

Facebook’s News Feed algorithm determines which posts to show to 

users based on the user’s actions and feedback they give. According to 

Facebook “When a user likes something, that tells News Feed that they 

want to see more of it; when they hide something, that tells News Feed to 

display less of that content in the future.”



Facebook’s News Feed algorithm 

determines which posts to show to users 

based on the user’s actions and feedback 

they give. 

With great content and a little work, it is 

possible to increase your engagement 

without ever spending a penny on ads.

But even more importantly, engaging pages 

get more ads for their money.  when they do 

decide to run ads.



FACEBOOK GIVES 4 MAIN SIGNALS TO 

FOCUS ON WHEN OPTIMIZING YOUR 

POSTS:
How often your Fans interact with your Page

The number of likes, shares and comments a post 

receives from the world at large and from a user’s friends 

in particular.

How much your Fans have interacted with this type of 

post from your Page in the past.

Whether or not your Fans and other people across 

Facebook are hiding or reporting a given post.



SO HOW CAN A 

BUSINESS/MARKETER GET 

HIGHER VISIBILITY?
Quality Posts

Timing

Mix up the type of posts

Pay for Advertising



HOW TO MAKE QUALITY POSTS? CONSIDER 

YOUR AUDIENCE. 

(NOBODY UNDERSTANDS THEM BETTER THAN YOU DO.)

What percentage of the population needs 

yours services?

Is it something that people get excited about 

offline?

How long is the buying cycle?



7 HABITS OF HIGHLY ENGAGING POSTS.
GIVE: Offers, discounts, deals or contests that everyone can benefit 

from, not just one sub-group of your friends.

ADVISE: Tips, especially about problems that everyone. encounters; 

for example, how to get a job or how to beat the flu.

WARN: Warnings about dangers that could affect anyone.

AMUSE: Funny pictures and quotes, as long as they’re 

not. offensive to any group.

INSPIRE: Inspirational quotes.

AMAZE: Amazing pictures or facts.

UNITE: A post that acts as a flag about how great your community is 

doing.



WHEN SHOULD YOU POST?
THERE’S NO ONE TIME! 

CONSIDER:
Who is your audience?

What does their day look like?

Apply what you know! Use common sense and 

test, test, test!!

Don’t ignore certain timeslots because they might 

be inconvenient. Take advantage of your ability to 

schedule.



CHAPTER 2:  PAID FB ADS

With decreasing organic reach across the 

board,  paid advertising is an inexpensive 

way to a lot more people.

Reach them where they are!

There are several ways to set up 

advertisements on facebook. 



WHY BOTHER?

1.35 Billion active daily users.

74% of (online) adults use it at least once a 

month.

21 minutes of use per user per day.



DETERMINING WHICH WAY 

TO SET UP YOUR ADS!

Clicking the Promote button.  (easy)

Using the ads manager.  (medium)

Using Power Editor (hard)



THE BOOST BUTTON

Options are limited.



THE ADS MANAGER
CLICK HERE



CREATING AN AD IN ADS 

MANAGER
OR HERE

What is the goal 

of this ad?



DECISIONS, DECISIONS

• Best practice = 1200 x 628 pixels

• No more than 20% text (applies to event & page 

cover photos too.



DECISIONS, DECISIONS

Be Catchy!
I Usually remove



TARGETING

We’ll come back to this

How many people 

fit your targeting?



TARGETING

• Demographics

• Geographics

• Email Lists

• Website Traffic

• Interest Targeting



CUSTOM AUDIENCES

You can create a Custom Audience representing any 

group of customers or prospective customers that you'd 

like to reach with targeted Facebook Ads. For example, 

you could run a campaign to get more likes for your Page 

that is targeted at your current customers who haven't 

liked your Page.



WAYS TO MAKE A CUSTOM 

AUDIENCE: 



CUSTOM AUDIENCE IDEAS

• Website capture.

• Linkedin connections

• Existing Email Database

• Partner with complementary businesses.



INTEREST TARGETING

• Facebook’s advantage over other advertising 

services is in their enormous database.  

• Advertisers can expect to begin paying a 

premium for more specific targeting.



HOW IS THE DATA 

COLLECTED?
• Facebook interest data “includes sections 

like Interests, Activities, Favorite Music, 

Movies and TV Shows. For people in the US, 

interests are also identified from activity off of 

Facebook (ex: websites people visit and 

apps they use).”

• Not just the pages you like but also what you 

click on (ads, links, etc.)



PRO TIP: STUDY 

YOUR OWN INTERESTS



PRO TIP: USE GRAPH SEARCH



PRO TIP: USE GRAPH SEARCH



CHAPTER 3:

MEASURABLES



THE ADMIN PANEL



MOST IMPORTANT PART:  

INSIGHTS



INSIGHTS GLOSSARY

Page Likes: Total Page Likes is the number of unique 

people who like your Page. New Page likes shows the 

number of new likes your Page received during the last 7 

days, compared with the previous 7-day period.

Post Reach: Total Reach is the number of unique people 

who have seen any content associated with your Page 

(including any ads) during the last 7 days. Post Reach is 

the number of unique people who have seen your Page 

posts.



INSIGHTS GLOSSARY
Engagement: People Engaged is the number of unique people 

who have clicked on, liked, commented on or shared your 

posts during the last 7 days. Likes, comments, shares and 

post clicks show the totals for these actions during the last 7 

days.

Impressions: The number of times your content was shown on 

News Feed, Ticker, Timeline or an ad. One unique user can 

be shown multiple impressions. (more applicable to ads)

Post Clicks: The number of clicks on your content, whether it 

resulted in a story or not.



INSIGHTS GLOSSARY

Stories: The number of times users interacted with your content in ways that 

were displayed to friends and followers. Examples: Page like; checkin, page 

mention, Event RSVP; Offer claim; post like, comment or share.

Talking About This: The number of unique users who generated a story about 

your content. 

Engaged Fans: The number of unique fans who clicked anywhere on your 

content, whether it resulted in a story or not.

Negative Feedback: Actions users can take to tell Facebook that they do not 

want to see your content. Examples: Hide post, hide all posts, report as spam, 

unlike page.



NAVIGATING INSIGHTS: TABS

Overview: gives you a 7-day snapshot of the most important 

activity on your Page

Likes: See how many likes your Page gained and lost each 

day, and learn where on Facebook your likes are coming 

from.

Reach: Posts that get more likes, comments and shares show 

up more in News Feed and are seen by more people. Posts 

that are hidden, reported as spam or cause people to unlike 

your Page reach fewer people.  Track your reach to determine 

which posts work for you and your fans



NAVIGATING INSIGHTS: TABS

Views:  See where on the internet people are coming from to 

get to your Page, and where on your Page they're going once 

they arrive.

Posts: Statistics broken down on a post-by-post level. 

Understand how people are responding to your posts to help 

you create content that your audience cares about.

People:Find out more about who likes your Page and who 

likes, comments, and shares your posts to improve your 

targeting.  Compare them to the average demographic 

breakdown across all of facebook. 



OVERVIEW OF INSIGHTS



POST-LEVEL DATA

OR HERE



TRACKING AD 

PERFORMANCE



REPORTS TAB



CAMPAIGNS TAB



CONVERSION TRACKING



AUDIENCE INSIGHTS

• Gain useful demographic about your fan 

base. 

• Break down demos and interests of your 

email lists & custom audiences.

• Learn about your target geographic area.


